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Mordialloc Bypass Project –
Expert Witness presentation

Technical Specialist
Biodiversity –
Rodney van der Ree

Outline
– My expertise, role and work done to date
– Summary of fauna impacts and mitigation
– Response to the submissions
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– Environmental Performance Requirements (EPRs)
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My experience and expertise
• Researching the impacts of habitat loss and fragmentation on wildlife
since my PhD in 1995
• Adjunct Associate Professor at University of Melbourne
• Authored >30 refereed publications on road ecology, including impacts
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and mitigation techniques
• Lead editor of the international award-winning Handbook of Road
Ecology, with >60 chapters and >100 authors from 25 countries
• Developed mitigation strategies for dozens of road projects in Australia
• Invited to give plenary lectures in Europe, Africa, Asia, N & S. America

My role and work to date
– Provided technical expertise to assess potential direct and indirect
impacts of the proposed road on wildlife
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– Developed mitigation strategies in collaboration with WSP
– Recommended the number, type and location of mitigation measures
– Assessed the alternative design of Woodlands Drive
– Reviewed public submissions, EPRs and expert witness statements
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Generalised potential
impacts of roads and
traffic on wildlife
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Summary of potential impacts of Mordialloc Bypass
relevant to my area of expertise
– Mortality and injury of wildlife due to collision with vehicles
– Secondary mortality (i.e. scavenging species getting killed)
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– Reduced landscape connectivity / wildlife movement
– Habitat degradation from increased disturbance due to:
– Noise impacts
– Light impacts and visual disturbance
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Braeside Park

Focal areas for
potential wildlife
impacts and
mitigation
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Woodlands
Industrial
Estate
Wetlands

Braeside Park
Wetlands

Waterways Wetlands

Potential impacts without mitigation: Wildlife mortality
due to wildlife-vehicle collision (WVC)
• WVC often the most ‘obvious’ impact of traffic on wildlife
• Can result in significant reductions in populations
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• Has been a focus of study and mitigation since 1970s in Europe
and N. America, especially for larger animals
• A focus in Australia, and smaller species, since the 1990s and
2000s
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Landscape connectivity / wildlife movement
• Wildlife need to move to access food, shelter, mates
• Roads can be a barrier or filter to movement of wildlife
• Species-specific response:
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• species mobility, speed, reason to move, etc
• Reduced movement can lead to:

• Lower survival rates
• Smaller populations
• Increased risk of local extinction

Mitigating wildlife-vehicle collision
• Install barriers/fencing to prevent wildlife accessing the road
• Well established and widely used globally
• If well-designed, installed and maintained, can reduce mortality
rates by up to 90% (results of global meta-analysis)
• Side-effect: Reduces connectivity across road unless mitigated
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Mitigating connectivity impacts
• Install under- and/or over-passes
• 10,000s installed globally, for wide range of species, from
elephants to land crabs, frogs, reptiles, deer and arboreal species
• Fencing and crossing structures typically installed together
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EPR B1 – Fauna barriers
Can achieve the following:
-

Reduce direct and indirect/secondary mortality
Funnelling to safe crossing points (e.g. culverts)
Flight diverter
Light and noise mitigation
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Proposed barriers:
Type 1: ‘Multi-function fauna barrier’ (all of the above aims)
≥2 m tall. Opaque
Type 2: ‘Low fauna fence’ (mortality and funnelling to culverts only)
≥1.2 m tall. Opaque preferred, mesh also possible

Multi-function fauna barriers

Peninsula Link

• ≥ 2 m tall
• Opaque – mitigate light and
noise impacts
• Flight diverter for birds
• Effective for other species
20

Slaty Creek, Calder Highway, Woodend
EastLink
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Type 2 – low fauna fence
• ≥1.2 m tall, solid/opaque better
• Targeting small animals: turtles,
skinks, frogs, small mammals
• Prevents access to road & funnels to
crossings
21

Example of integrated
noise walls and fauna
barriers
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EPR B1 – Fauna habitat and connectivity
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Minimise direct and indirect impacts to fauna by preserving and
enhancing habitat and facilitating habitat connectivity where
practicable.
- Multi-function fauna barriers
- Low fauna barrier
- Wildlife crossing structure
- Wildlife-friendly fencing
- Landscaping and revegetation
- Dual bridge structure at Mordialloc Creek/Waterways

Proposed fauna crossings

- Eleven dual-purpose water + fauna culverts
(≥1.2m tall)
- Two dedicated fauna passages
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Resulting in:
- Three fauna passages between wetlands at
Woodlands Industrial Estate and Braeside Park
- Two fauna passages at Waterways Wetlands

Peninsula Link culvert

- Fauna passages in other key locations, such as
at Old Dandenong Drain

Pacific Hwy NSW
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Fauna crossings – culverts and bridge at Mordialloc Creek

Potential movement corridor - Waterways

• Focused on existing crossing points
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• 100-300 metres apart in key locations, linking
wetland habitat
• Wet & dry passages, size maximised
• Landscaping at entrances to connect to
nearby habitat
• ‘Furniture’ (e.g. logs, rocks, rails) inside
culverts to encourage animal movement and
protect from predators

Potential movement corridor –
Woodlands/Braeside

Preliminary Cross-sections - VicRoads Urban Design Team
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EPR B1 – Revegetation and connectivity/WVC
•

Revegetation has multiple aims

•

Aims in relation to connectivity:

• Funnel wildlife to crossing structures
• Encourage use of crossing structures
• Provide protection from predators
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•

Aim in relation to reducing wildlife-vehicle collision and wildlife mortality:

• Discourage wildlife (primarily birds) from accessing resources (food,
shelter) near roadway

EPR B1 – Fauna Crossings
Aims:
- Maintain connectivity for fauna, particularly at key habitat areas
and for fauna that rely on terrestrial movement
- Minimise mortality from road crossings
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Through:
- Two dedicated fauna passages
- Dual open-span bridge over Mordialloc Creek
-

3 culverts at Braeside Park wetlands
2 culverts at Waterways
Additional modified drainage culverts along alignment
Revegetation and landscaping to link habitat
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Waterways dual bridges and fauna movement
Noise walls / flight diverters
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EPR B2 Fauna-sensitive lighting
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• Achieved through:
• Lighting only where necessary
• Minimum brightness
• Minimum height of lights
• Shielded fixtures
• Narrow spectrum wavelengths
(avoid blue & white wavelengths)
• Long wavelengths to minimise UV
• Focus on sensitive habitat around
Woodlands/Braeside and Waterways
wetlands

Source: International Dark Sky Association
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Mitigating effects of lighting EPR B2

1. Restricting lighting to
essential locations - not main
carriageway
2. Careful design
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3. Shielding of light fixtures
4. Minimum lux levels

Reduces the
penetration and
brightness of the
lighting into
adjacent habitats

5. Multi-function barrier
6. Dense landscape plantings

EPR B6 – Monitoring
• Monitoring plan to be developed with relevant authorities.
• Includes fauna connectivity
– Use of culverts
– Use of Waterways Bridge
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– Revegetation and ‘furniture’ in crossings for fauna movement
• Bird use of habitat – Additional screen planting
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Submissions
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1. Increased rate of mortality of wildlife due to WVC
• Fencing and multi-function barriers effective as shown
• Secondary mortality reduced by preventing direct mortality
2. Negative impacts of lighting and air pollution on wildlife
• Lighting minimised and mitigated as shown
• Air pollution – minimal impacts and mitigated through plantings
3. Reduction in levels of landscape connectivity / movement of wildlife
• Proposed mitigation allows movement of wildlife as shown
4. Wildlife underpasses are a prey trap, allowing introduced predators
to efficiently and consistently catch native wildlife
• Predation occurs, but literature reviews shows not systematic
• Design and manage structures to reduce predation (furniture)
5. Mitigation measures are not a guarantee of success
• Correct, but overwhelming evidence that crossing structures
facilitate movement and monitoring proposed

Environmental Performance Indicators (EPRs)
Relevant management and mitigation measures
• EPR B1 – Fauna habitat and connectivity
-

Fauna crossings
Multi-function fauna barriers and wildlife-friendly fencing
Landscaping and revegetation
Dual bridge structure at Mordialloc Creek/Waterways
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• EPR B2 – Fauna-sensitive lighting
• EPR B3 – Native vegetation impact minimisation
• EPRs B4 and B5 – Clearing and construction
• EPR B6 – Monitoring
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Response to expert witness statements
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Richard Loyn:
• Multi-function fauna barriers are not high enough
• Include discussion with ecologists and engineers during
detailed design stage
• Response: Possible, further discussion supported
Clarity Acoustics
• Taller noise walls through Braeside and EPRs include
attenuation of noise for threatened species
• Response: Helpful, but current levels adequate
• Suggested clear noise walls to prevent shading of residences
• Response: No clear noise walls due to risk of bird-strike

EPRS
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I support the EPRs relevant to my area of expertise (EPR B1, B2
and B6) with the following amendments, which have been adopted
by MRPV in the Day 1 submitted EPRs
• EPR B6 – include evaluation of measures designed to reduce
WVC
• EPR B1 – wildlife-friendly fencing (i.e. no barbed wire) be
specified for all areas, not just around Braeside Park
• EPR B1 – 2nd landscaping requirement to also ‘minimise
predation risk’ at fauna crossing points
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Questions?
37

Little Bittern at Woodlands Industrial Estate Wetlands, photo by Allan Richardson
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